
BOOK TALKS

The women of the Waverley family whether they like it or not are heirs to an

unusual legacy, one that grows in a fenced plot behind their Queen Anne

home on Pendland Street in Bascom, North Carolina. There, an apple tree

bearing fruit of magical properties looms over a garden filled with herbs

and edible flowers that possess the power to affect in curious ways anyone

who eats them. For nearly a decade, 34-year-old Claire Waverley, at peace

with her family inheritance, has lived in the house alone, embracing the

spirit of the grandmother who raised her, ruing her mother's unfortunate

destiny and seemingly unconcerned about the fate of her rebellious sister,

Sydney, who freed herself long ago from their small town's constraints. 

Garden Spells reveals what happens when Sydney returns to Bascom with

her young daughter, turning Claire's routine existence upside down. With

Sydney's homecoming, the magic that the quiet caterer has measured into

recipes to shape the thoughts and moods of others begins to influence

Claire's own emotions in terrifying and delightful ways.

Garden Spells

Geek out about books with Erin & Emily

Sarah Addison Al len

The Dry

Jane Harper
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Big Lies in a Small

Town

Diane Chamberlain

HOW TO GET A

COPY :
Check out a physical book

from our main l ibrary in

Cadil lac or an ebook from

the Libby or Overdrive

apps

The Mother-In-Law

Sally Hepworth
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MAY
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February 2021

HOW TO

PARTICIPATE :
Like the l ibrary 's

Facebook page & join our

CWPL Book Talks group

Facebook Live event

Thursday, March 04,

7:15pm 



1. Could you be persuaded that certain plants have powers, as Claire

describes and uses them? If you believed you possessed the magical powers

that Claire has inherited, how would you use them? What’s the first thing you

would do?

2. Which of the sisters resonates with you personally? Claire believes

everything–everyone–is temporary. She clings to home and makes herself

content. Sydney’s philosophy is “you can’t hold on to everything,” and so has a

history of very temporary, noncommittal relationships. Are their outlooks two

sides of the same coin? What is the nature of the shift that occurs for each of

them?

3. If you knew that biting into a Waverley apple would reveal your future…

would you bite? Why or why not?
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Garden Spells

CWPL's 52 Books in 52

Weeks Challenge has

begun! Download a

chal lenge sheet from our

website or request with

your curbside pickup.

You can also request a

March Madness 2021:

Book vs. Book Tournament

bookmark. Learn about

the books in the

tournament & then f i l l  out

a book bracket (found on

our website).

The Book Charmer

Karen Hawkins

The Jane Austen

Society

Natal ie Jenner

The Bookshop on the

Corner

Jenny Colgan

The Once and Future

Witches

Alix E. Harrow

The Ten Thousand

Doors of January

Alix E. Harrow

Practical Magic

Alice Hoffman

fold both ways along the dotted l ine & tear for a free bookmark! 

intro discussion questions
YOU MIGHT

ALSO ENJOY :

Our games col lection is

avai lable for checkout

again!


